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FATE OF CAENFATE OF CAENFATE OF CAENFATE OF CAEN

Prophets have told of its coming, but the world was still not 
prepared. They have come for what they are owed. Their 
foothold is set, and they peer greedily at the copious souls 

within the cities of the Iron Kingdoms.

The Fate of Caen campaign will take players from small 
skirmishes, to a siege, to escaping to Henge hold, and finally to 
the battle at the foot of the great gate. The corruptors burn and 
devour anything standing in the way, delivering the promised 
souls to their masters. Whereas the guardians stand in defense of 
all the Iron Kingdoms. Old hatreds are cast aside while all must 
band together to hold onto hope.

Fate of Caen begins in the outskirts of any medium size city 
within the Iron Kingdoms. As the campaign progresses your 
forces will draw closer and closer to Henge hold where the final 
fate of Caen will be decided. Will all civilization fall to ruin or will 
a new golden age dawn from the darkness?

Fate of Caen Additional Rules
Death of a Hero
Death of a Hero is an additional optional rule. If the players agree 
to use this rule it will be in effect for the entire campaign and they 
may not switch factions during the campaign.

At the end of each game, roll 2d6 for each character model/unit 
that was removed from play. On a 2 or 3, that character is Dead 
and cannot be played by that player for the rest of the campaign. 
On a 4, that character is Recovering and cannot be played by that 
player in the next game they play. Any other roll results in the 
character’s Full Recovery. 

Only one character per player per campaign can become Dead. 
Once a player has one Dead character, all subsequent Death of 
a Hero rolls of a 2 or 3 that player makes during the campaign 
result in the character Recovering instead of being Dead.

When players create lists for the “Fate of Caen” scenario, all 
characters immediately receive Full Recovery; however, a Dead 
character remains Dead.

A player does not make a Death of a Hero roll for a warlock, 
warcaster, or infernal master if that player only owns two non-
Dead models of that type for the Faction they are currently 
playing.

Examples: Harvey owns three warlocks for his Trollblood army 
(Calandra Truthsayer, Oracle of the Glimmerwood, Madrak 
Ironhide, Thornwood Chieftain, and Hoarluk Doomshaper, Rage 
of Dhunia). In his first tier 2 game, Madrak Ironhide is removed 
from play and rolls a 3 on his “Death of a Hero” roll, resulting in 

Madrak being Dead for the rest of the campaign for Harvey. So, 
for the remainder of the campaign, when Harvey rolls for “Death 
of a Hero,” he treats any results of a 2 or 3 as Recovering. Further, 
in all subsequent games in which Harvey is playing Trollbloods, 
he does not make additional “Death of a Hero” rolls for his two 
remaining Trollblood warlocks. Finally, he does not roll any 

“Death of a Hero” after playing his last game before the “Fate of 
Caen” scenario because he already has a Dead character, so all 
character models/units that are removed from play during that 
game automatically Fully Recover.

Desperation
Desperation is an additional optional rule. If all four players 
agree to use this rule it will be in effect for the entire campaign.

When a player loses a game, that player may choose one of the 
following benefits for their army in subsequent games. A player 
can have one desperation benefit at a time but can select a different 
one after each game lost. A player who loses three or more games 
in a row may select two Desperation benefits instead of one until 
that player wins a game. When a player wins a game while under 
the effects of one or more desperation benefits, the benefits are 
lost until that player loses another game.

Rise to the Occasion – The player’s models with the Battlegroup 
Controller rule gain Great Power. (Great Power – During your 
Control Phase, this model can upkeep one spell without spending 
focus, fury, or essence.)

Make Every Shot Count – The player’s solo models gain Mark 
Target. (Mark Target – Friendly Faction models gain +2 to ranged 
attack rolls against enemy models within 5˝ of this model and in 
its LOS.)

Helping Hand – The player’s warjack, warbeast, monstrosity, and 
horror models gain Lash. (Lash – This model and friendly warrior 
models B2B with it cannot become knocked down.)

Resolute – The player’s non-warcaster, non-warlock, and non-
infernal master units gain Unyielding. (Unyielding – This model 
gains +2 ARM against melee damage rolls.)

Antagonist and Protagonist 
Models
Special rules and scenarios will sometimes refer to the Antagonist 
or Protagonist models. A model that is controlled by the 
Antagonist player is considered an Antagonist model while it is 
controlled by the Antagonist player. A model that is controlled by 
the Protagonist player is considered a Protagonist model while it 
is controlled by the Protagonist player.

FATE OF CAEN
CAMPAIGN
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FATE OF CAEN - PROLOGUE 1

PORTENTS OF A SIEGE
token on those models. When a model with an intelligence token 
is destroyed or removed from play, the closest model gains the 
intelligence token. If two or more models are equally close, the 
active player chooses which model gains the token.

Crucial Delivery: If a model with one or more intelligence tokens 
is in contact with the opponent’s table edge at the start of its 
activation, the controlling player can remove that model and 
the intelligence tokens it is carrying from the table. Intelligence 
tokens removed from the table this way are considered delivered.

Chance Encounter: All models lose Advance Deploy , Ambush, 
and Burrow.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only models in play.

A player wins if they have delivered two or more intelligence 
tokens. If a situation occurs in which a player’s last model is 
removed from the table to deliver intelligence tokens, causing 
that player to deliver two or more intelligence tokens, then that 
player wins immediately.

When a game ends, any intelligence tokens on models still in play 
are considered delivered for that model’s controller.

A strange dispatch from an unknown official sits on your desk. The seals 
all point to its authenticity, but you have never heard of this person. 
Scanning the document again, you can see it is full of dire portents that 
are all-too specific.

Uncertainty pierces you, but you decide that, considering the specific 
nature of the claims, you will send a small expedition force to confirm 
the first of the portents.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 25-point army. This army can be a Theme 
Force but does not gain any Requisition points. This army cannot 
include a warcaster, warlock, or infernal master; it can only 
include small- and medium-based warrior units and solos.

Setup
This scenario uses standard deployment zones.

Special Rules
Moonless Night: All models have their LOS reduced to 12˝.

Intelligence: At the beginning of the game, each player chooses 
two models to carry their intelligence. Place an intelligence 

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS4



FATE OF CAEN - PROLOGUE 2

A CALL FOR AID
Special Rules
Communications: Warrior models gain the Secure special rule. 
The communication array terrain feature can be targeted by a 
Secure special action twice each turn. The communication array 
terrain feature cannot be targeted by a Secure special action until 
the start of the second player’s second turn. 

Secure (H Action) – RNG 1. Target the communication array. If 
the array is in range, make a 2D6 secure roll. Add 1 to that roll for 
each friendly model within 4˝ of the array, and subtract 1 from 
that roll for each enemy model within 4˝ of the array. If you rolled 
an 8 or higher, you gain one secure token. If you rolled a 12 or 
higher, you gain an additional secure token.

Actionable Intelligence: If you delivered one or more intelligence 
tokens during “Prologue: Portents of a Siege,” you have secured 
intel. Before the game begins, you gain one intel token for each 
intelligence token you delivered, up to a maximum of four.

You can spend one or more intelligence tokens to add 2 to any 
secure roll for each token spent. You may wait to spend the token 
after seeing the result of the secure roll.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only models in play.

A player wins if they have five or more secure tokens.

After your harrowing battle to return your scout’s reports to your 
main encampment, you realize the information of a coming siege must 
be delivered to higher officials immediately. You decide not to return 
to your barracks but instead to seek out the nearby newly constructed 
communication array. A frown crosses your face as a sinking feeling 
settles in: you know you will not be the only one looking to utilize the 
tower.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army. This army can be a Theme 
Force. This army cannot include a warcaster, warlock, or infernal 
master; it can only include warrior units, solos, and small- and 
medium-based warjacks, warbeasts, and horrors.

Setup
Before placing normal terrain, place a large obstruction in the 
center of the table. This represents a communication array—it 
could be a massive signal fire, an ancient magic device, etc.

This scenario uses standard deployment zones.

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS 5



FATE OF CAEN - PROLOGUE 3

HOLDING ACTION
models, small-based models count as 1 model, medium-based 
models count as 2 models, and large-based models count as 3 
models. If a player has 5 more models than their opponent within 
the zone, they gain 1 additional VP.

Prepared: If you won both “Prologue: Portents of a Siege” and 
“Prologue: A Call for Aid” battles against this opponent, your 
deployment zone is extended by 2˝.

Early Aid: If you won the “Prologue: A Call for Aid” battle against 
this opponent, you gain one additional requisition option when 
creating your army list.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

A player wins if they have 3 more VPs than their opponent.

Winner Bonus [1]: The first time you win this scenario in a 
campaign, gain one Omen draw.

You were only able to hold the communication array long enough 
to ensure your superiors are mobilizing their forces. The last option 
available to you now is a holding action; buying time for your main 
force to muster their full strength can make all the difference. Glancing 
around your encampment, you understand some of these men and 
women will lose their lives just to buy a few precious hours.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army. This army cannot include 
huge-based models.

Setup
Place a 12˝ diameter zone with the center point of the zone on the 
center of the map.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Winning the Field: At the end of each turn beginning with the 
second player’s second turn, the player with the most models 
within the zone gains 1 Victory Point (VP). When counting 
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FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 2

KEEP’S DEFENSE
Special Rules
Frenzied Attack: Antagonist models beginning their activation 
within 24˝ of the Antagonist’s table edge gain +3 SPD for one turn.

The City Burns! Beginning on the first player’s second turn, 
models beginning their activation within 12˝ of a table edge 
except the protagonist’s table edge suffer the Fire continuous 
effect . Models that are immune to continuous effects or are 
already suffering the Fire continuous effect suffer a POW 12 fire 
damage roll  instead.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

Beginning with the Antagonist’s fourth turn, if the Antagonist 
controls no models within 15” of the Protagonist’s table edge at 
the end of the Antagonist’s turn, the Protagonist wins.

Antagonist Bonus [1]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain one Omen draw.

The enemy is at your doorstep. Attempts to delay them have had mixed 
results, but you are pleased to know that many civilians have now had 
enough time to escape the city. The evacuation is ongoing, and this keep 
is all that stands in the way of the Infernal Masters stealing the souls 
of those you were meant to protect. All of your officers are assembled; 
failure here would mean not just a massacre but potentially losing some 
of your most promising leaders.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 75-point army.

Setup
Before placing normal terrain, mark two areas of the map as 
indicated on the map above. Those areas represent the walls 
surrounding the keep and are obstructions with a height of 6˝. 
Place a rubble terrain feature centered on the center point of the 
map. This terrain feature represents the ruined gate.

Players use the deployment zones indicated on the map. The 
Antagonist is the first player.

Protagonist Deployment Zone

Antagonist Deployment Zone

WallWall

Ruined Gate

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS 7



FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 2

SOUL FEAST
Special Rules
Rampant Destruction: Buildings are considered to be friendly 
Faction huge-based models controlled by the Antagonist on the 
stat card below.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

The Protagonist wins if all buildings are destroyed or removed 
from play.

The Antagonist wins at the end of the sixth round of play.

Antagonist Bonus [1]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain one Omen draw.

The siege has been successful, though the forces of Caen have been able 
to bog down your every step forward. Now your masters see their prize 
before them. The souls of this city will be a feast that sates their hunger 
for a time, though you know full well that their gluttonous hunger is as 
vast and deep as the endless void.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 75-point army.

Setup
Divide the table into four quadrants. Before placing normal terrain, 
place a building obstruction centered within each quadrant. Place 
one additional building obstruction centered on the center point 
of the map. Do not place any additional obstructions on the table 
when placing the remaining terrain. Each building obstruction 
has a height of 4˝.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS8

Immobile – This model has no Normal Movement or Combat Action, 
cannot become knocked down or be moved, and is automatically hit 
by melee attacks.
Building – This model cannot be placed, cannot channel spells, and 
cannot be chosen as a Prey target. This model cannot be targeted 
or damaged until the Protagonist’s second turn. Antagonist models 
cannot target this model with attacks. This model cannot engage or be 
engaged. Models never gain a back strike bonus against this model.
Gorge – When this model is destroyed or removed from play, each 
Protagonist model within 5˝ of  it that can gain soul or corpse tokens 
gains one soul or corpse token.
Resolve: At the beginning of  the Antagonist’s Maintenance Phase, if  
one or more buildings were destroyed or removed from play during 
the previous turn, the Antagonist chooses one Antagonist model/unit. 
That model/unit gains +2 STR and ARM for one round.

 BASE    DEF ARM
 LARGE   5 18

CIVILIAN BUILDING
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FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 3

FINDING HOPE
Special Rules
Sanctuary – Antagonist models within 5˝ of the temple suffer –2 
ARM. While within 5˝ of the temple, Protagonist models gain 
Aegis. (A model with Aegis is immune to continuous effects.)

Haggard - Protagonist models lose Advance Deploy , Ambush, 
and Burrow.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

The Protagonist wins if at the end of a turn there are five more 
Protagonist models within 5˝ of the temple than there are 
Antagonist models within 5˝ of the temple.

Antagonist Bonus [1]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain one Omen draw.

Only a handful of your officers remain after the sacking of the keep. 
Leaving behind the burning desolate city, you strive to find hope. The 
remnants of your forces seek out an ancient, near-forgotten temple 
of Morrow with a desperate prayer that the prophet can lead them to 
salvation in place of our fractured leadership.

Unbeknownst to you, those under the infernals’ sway have already 
made it to the temple. You will have to fight tooth and nail to earn the 
merest chance of survival.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army. The Protagonist’s army 
cannot include command attachments or character solos.

Setup
After placing normal terrain features and choosing table sides, 
place a large obstruction representing the temple centered 15˝ 
from the Antagonist’s table edge and 24˝ from the side table 
edges. If any terrain is currently occupying the space, move that 
terrain the least distance possible so it is 2˝ away from any other 
terrain.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS 9



FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 3

MARCH TO THE HOLD
Bless: Protagonist warcaster, warlock, and infernal master models 
gain Bless. 

Bless (★ Action) – RNG 1˝. Target a ward with a defiled token. 
If the ward is in range, this model may spend a focus, fury, or 
essence to replace the defiled token on the ward with a blessed 
token.

Light the Way: Wards are represented by 50mm objective tokens. 
These tokens are treated as large-based models. Players cannot 
target, damage, engage, or affect these tokens in any way except 
by the previous two actions. Wards begin the game with a blessed 
token.

While within 6˝ of a ward with a blessed token, the melee 
and ranged weapons of Protagonist models gain Blessed .  
Additionally, while within 6˝ of a ward with a blessed token, 
Protagonist models gain +2 ARM.

While within 6˝ of a ward with a defiled token, Antagonist models 
gain +2 to damage rolls.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

The Antagonist wins if at any time all wards have defiled tokens.

Antagonist Bonus [2]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain two Omen draws.

Your forces may be exhausted, but you successfully held out long enough 
to not only complete the evacuation but to hear a message brimming 
with hope. Your destination now is Henge Hold, where an unknown 
project is underway. All you know for sure is that the salvation of the 
Iron Kingdoms lies in that forsaken place. With hopes renewed, you 
begin the harsh march to the Hold.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army.

Setup
Place three 50mm objectives, one centered on the center of the 
table, one centered 12˝ from the Antagonist’s table edge and 
24˝ from the side table edges, and one centered 12˝ from the 
protagonist’s table edge and 24˝ from the side table edges. These 
objectives represent wards.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Defile: Antagonist warcaster, warlock, and infernal master 
models gain Defile. 

Defile (★ Action) – RNG 1˝. Target a ward with a blessed token. 
If the ward is in range, this model may spend a focus, fury, or 
essence to replace the blessed token on the ward with a defiled 
token.

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS10
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FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 3

INTERLUDE TO SLAUGHTER
Special Rules
Soul Vortex: Soul Vortexes are considered to be friendly Faction 
large-based models controlled by the Protagonist on the stat card 
below.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

The Antagonist immediately wins if all the Soul Vortex objectives 
are destroyed.

Antagonist Bonus [2]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain two Omen draws.

After gorging themselves on the souls of an entire city, your masters 
are content to allow you to attempt to shore up your position before the 
final battles for Caen’s future begin. Now you are seeking out the allies 
of those who would protect the enemy forces that retreated from the city. 
To your pleasure, your scouts report the potential of flanking the would-
be saviors with the dwindling hope for Caen.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army.

Setup
Place four 50mm objectives as shown on the map. These objectives 
represent Soul Vortexes.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Protagonist 
Deployment Zone

Antagonist Deployment Zone

CAMPAIGN SCENARIOS 11

Immobile – This model has no Normal Movement or Combat Action, 
cannot become knocked down or be moved, and is automatically hit 
by melee attacks.
Objective – This model cannot be placed, cannot channel spells, and 
cannot be chosen as a Prey target. This model cannot be targeted 
or damaged until the Antagonist’s second turn. Protagonist models 
cannot target this model with attacks. This model cannot engage or be 
engaged. Models never gain a back strike bonus against this model.
Soul Restoration – At any time during a Protagonist model’s 
activation, while within 5˝ of  this model, the Protagonist model can 
spend one or more soul tokens to remove one damage point from this 
model for each soul token spent. 
Soul Cache – At the end of  the Protagonist’s Control Phase, choose a 
friendly model within 5˝ of  this model, it gains one soul token, focus, 
fury, or essence.
Anathema – While within 5˝ of  a Soul Vortex, Antagonist models 
gain +2 to damage rolls.

 BASE    DEF ARM
 LARGE   5 18

SOUL VORTEX
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FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 3

UPHILL BATTLE
enemy models, it can immediately advance up to 2” toward the 
Protagonist’s table edge.

Uphill: If a model makes a full advance that ends closer to 
the Antagonist’s table edge and  is not in melee range of any 
enemy models, it is immediately pushed 1” directly toward the 
Protagonist’s table edge.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

At the end of each of the Protagonist’s turns, the Protagonist wins 
if there are at least five Protagonist models within the rectangular 
zone and no Antagonist models within the rectangular zone.

Antagonist Bonus [1]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain one Omen draw.

Having failed to crush your opponents in the city, you are being pushed 
by your masters into the attack. Despite an unfavorable position, you 
have no choice but to command the attack with only your vanguard 
forces. You have learned that failure to appease your new masters’ 
hunger is more frightening than fighting an uphill battle.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 35-point army.

Setup
After placing standard terrain features and choosing table sides, 
place a 12˝ x 6˝ rectangular zone as indicated on the map.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Downhill: If a model makes a full advance that ends closer to 
the Protagonist’s table edge and is not in melee range of any 

Protagonist Deployment Zone

Antagonist Deployment Zone
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FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 4

DEATH MARCH
refugees. At the end of each player’s turn (both Protagonist 
and Antagonist), the rectangular zone moves directly toward 
the Antagonist’s table edge. The zone moves 6˝ minus 1˝ (to a 
minimum of 1˝) for every Antagonist model within 4˝ of it. If the 
rectangular zone contacts a model during this movement, move 
all models the least distance possible so the zone can complete its 
movement. A model moves this way regardless of any other rules 
that might prevent its movement. When a model moves this way, 
the movement is considered to be a push.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

If the rectangular zone contacts the Antagonist’s table edge, the 
Protagonist player wins.

Antagonist Bonus [1]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain one Omen draw.

The Antagonist wins at the end of the sixth round of play.

Crushed at every turn, the morale of your troops holds on by a mere 
thread. You believe the only reason they continue to trudge onward 
toward unknown hope is the threat of the eternal torment of their souls. 
To make matters worse, the enemy has overtaken your position. Now 
you have no choice but make a reckless assault to give the refugees you 
escort time to escape into the gorge leading to Henge Hold.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
Place a 12˝ x 6˝ rectangular zone on the map as shown. When 
placing standard terrain features, do not place any obstructions 
or obstacles within the area marked Road.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Refugee Caravan: The rectangular zone is considered an 
obstruction with a height of 2˝ and represents a caravan of 

Protagonist
Deployment Zone

Antagonist Deployment Zone

Road

Refugee
Caravan
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FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 4

HAGGARD DEFENSE
Special Rules
Sniper Nest: Anytime during the Protagonist’s Activation Phase 
except while activating a model/unit, the Ruined Tower can 
make 1d3+1 range attacks as if it were a friendly Faction huge-
based model controlled by the Protagonist. These attacks are 
RAT 7, RNG 14, POW 14. The Ruined Tower cannot be engaged 
in melee. The Ruined Tower treats all models as if it were in its 
front arc.

Haphazard Barricades: The Antagonist’s models can target the 
Haphazard Barricades with basic attacks as if they were enemy 
models. The Barricades are DEF 5, ARM 15, 8 Damage boxes. A 
Haphazard Barricade cannot be affected by any special rules. 
Once a Haphazard Barricade’s last box is marked, it is removed 
from the game.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

The Antagonist wins if at the end of a turn there are three more 
Antagonist models within 8˝ of the Ruined Tower than there are 
Protagonist models within 8˝ of the Ruined Tower.

Antagonist Bonus [2]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain two Omen draws.

You have arrived at Henge Hold with only enough time to create 
ramshackle defenses; even still, your defensive position will need to be 
destroyed if the infernal masters wish to launch an attack on the still-
dormant gateway. Buying time at this crumbling outpost will be critical 
for ultimate victory in this horrific war.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
After choosing table sides, the Protagonist places an obstruction 
centered 12˝ from their table edge and 24˝ from the side table 
edges. This obstruction is a Ruined Tower. If there is terrain 
already in that area, move it the least distance possible so it is 2˝ 
from any other piece of terrain. Then, the Protagonist may place 
up to four obstacles no longer than 5˝ or wider than 1˝ anywhere 
on the table at least 2” from any other obstruction or obstacle. 
These obstacles are Haphazard Barricades.

This scenario uses standard deployment.
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FATE OF CAEN - GUARDIAN TIER 4

A BEACON OF HOPE
Special Rules
Power Generators: Power Generators are considered to be 
friendly Faction large-based models controlled by the Protagonist 
on the stat card below.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

At the end of each of the Antagonist’s turns, the Antagonist wins 
if they control more models within the Power Zone than the 
Protagonist and both Power Generator Objectives are destroyed.

Antagonist Bonus [3]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain three Omen draws.

Due to your continued success in the war, you are afforded additional 
time to help prepare for the exodus. Securing additional power sources 
is of utmost importance. You find and repair an unused power station. 
While you are building the infrastructure to get the energy to Henge 
Hold, the enemy that has dogged your every move returns.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
After choosing table sides but before deploying forces, the 
Protagonist places two 50mm Power Generator objectives and 
one 5˝ Area of Effect called a Power Zone centered 20˝ from their 
table edge. The objectives and Power Zone cannot be placed 
within 5˝ of each other or within 10˝ of the side table edges. The 
Power Zone cannot be placed touching any terrain.

This scenario uses standard deployment.
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Immobile – This model has no Normal Movement or Combat Action, 
cannot become knocked down or be moved, and is automatically hit 
by melee attacks.
Objective – This model cannot be placed, cannot channel spells, and 
cannot be chosen as a Prey target. This model cannot be targeted 
or damaged until the Antagonist’s second turn. Protagonist models 
cannot target this model with attacks. This model cannot engage or be 
engaged. Models never gain a back strike bonus against this model.
Power Zone – Once per turn for each Power Generator objective 
in play, anytime during the Protagonist’s Activation Phase except 
while a model/unit is activating, the Protagonist can choose a 
warjack, monstrosity, or horror within the Power Zone. That warjack, 
monstrosity, or horrow gains 1 focus or essence point. Or the 
Protagonist can choose a warbeast within the Power Zone. Remove 1 
fury point from that warbeast.

 BASE    DEF ARM
 LARGE   5 18

GENERATOR
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FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 4

THE FIGHT MUST CONTINUE
on the fifth turn and on each turn after the fifth, Protagonist 
models suffer –1 SPD and –1 to attack and damage rolls.

Easily Defended Position: While an Antagonist model is within 
the circular zone, it gains Carapace. (Carapace – A model with 
Carapace gains +4 ARM against ranged attack damage rolls.)

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

Beginning on the Protagonist’s third turn, the Protagonist wins 
at the end of their turn if they control at least five models within 
the circular zone and there are no Antagonist models within the 
circular zone.

Antagonist Bonus [2]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain two Omen draws.

After a series of defeats, your forces are exhausted. Cobbling together 
a small fighting force is the best you can do, for if you turn back, your 
fate will be far worse. Although you know reinforcements are coming, 
another failure will mean the wrath of a master you cannot hope to face.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
Place a 12˝ diameter circular zone center in the center of the map.

This scenario uses standard deployment except that the 
Antagonist adds 3˝ to their deployment zone.

Special Rules
Pressed From Both Sides: During the first three turns, Protagonist 
models gain +1 SPD and +1 to attack and damage rolls. Beginning 
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FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 4

THE BLACK GATES
Protagonist models within 8˝ of the Hulking Gateway gain +2 
STR and ARM, and affected models’ ranged weapons gain Snipe. 
(Snipe – An attack with a weapon with Snipe gains +4 RNG.)

Bane From Beyond: While there are more Antagonist models within 
8” of the Hulking Gateway than Protagonist models,Protagonist 
models within 8” of the Hulking Gateway suffer –2 STR and ARM 
and affected model’s ranged weapons suffer –4 RNG.

Cruel Masters: At the end of the Protagonist’s turn beginning 
with their second turn, if there are fewer Protagonist models 
within 8˝ of the Hulking Gateway than Antagonist models, the 
Protagonist gains 1 Failure token.

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

If the Protagonist has three Failure tokens, the Antagonist wins.

Antagonist Bonus [2]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain two Omen draws.

Your advanced forces have built a powerful gateway to the Outer Abyss 
in a position where there is a conflux of power. Before your vanguard 
could secure the position, however, your enemies have begun to move on 
the gate. Your infernal masters have made it clear: failure to maintain 
the gate will not be tolerated.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
Before placing standard terrain features, place a 5˝ Area of Effect 
or similarly sized terrain feature centered in the center of the 
map. This Area of Effect or terrain feature represents a Hulking 
Gateway and is an obstruction with a height of 5˝. Other terrain 
features cannot be placed within 3˝ of the Hulking Gateway.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Boon From Beyond: While there are more Protagonist models 
within 8˝ of the Hulking Gateway than Antagonist models, 
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FATE OF CAEN - CORRUPTOR TIER 4

ETERNAL DARKNESS LOOMS
Light in the Dark: While an Antagonist model is within the 
rectangular zone, that model ignores the Impenetrable Darkness 
rule and gains +2 DEF against range and magic attack rolls.

Smother Hope: When an Antagonist model is destroyed or 
removed from play while within the rectangular zone, the 
Protagonist gains a Despair token. At the end of each of the 
Protagonist’s turns beginning with their second turn, the 
Protagonist gains a number of Despair tokens equal to the 
number of Protagonist models within the rectangular zone minus 
the number of Antagonist models within the rectangular zone (to 
a minimum of 0).

Victory Conditions
A player immediately wins if they control the only warcaster, 
warlock, or infernal master in play.

If at any time the Protagonist has ten more Despair tokens than 
the Antagonist has Hope tokens, the Protagonist wins.

Antagonist Bonus [3]: If you win this scenario as the Antagonist, 
gain three Omen draws.

Bearing the fruits of your success, the masters of the Outer Abyss 
granted you their boon. Wherever your army treads, darkness follows. 
You blot out all but the power of the gods themselves, and hope withers 
as you advance. This last stubborn light will be extinguished.

Army Composition
Each player builds a 50-point army.

Setup
Before placing standard terrain features, place a 12˝ x 6˝ 
rectangular zone and two 50mm Infernal Sight objectives as 
indicated on the map. Standard terrain features cannot be placed 
within the rectangular zone or within 2˝ of the Infernal Sight 
objectives.

The players use the deployment zones indicated on the map.

Special Rules
Impenetrable Darkness: Models without True Sight or Eyeless 
Sight have their Line of Sight reduced to 8˝.

Infernal Sight - Infernal Sight are considered to be friendly 
Faction large-based models controlled by the Protagonist on the 
stat card below.

Guardian 
Deployment Zone

Corruptor Deployment Zone
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Immobile – This model has no Normal Movement or Combat Action, 
cannot become knocked down or be moved, and is automatically hit 
by melee attacks.
Objective – This model cannot be placed, cannot channel spells, and 
cannot be chosen as a Prey target. This model cannot be targeted 
or damaged until the Antagonist’s second turn. Protagonist models 
cannot target this model with attacks. This model cannot engage or be 
engaged. Models never gain a back strike bonus against this model.
Infernal Sight – During your Control Phase, choose one friendly 
Faction model/unit. That model/unit gains Eyeless Sight.
Poke in the Eye – When this model is destroyed or removed from play, 
the Antagonist gains 2 Hope tokens.

 BASE    DEF ARM
 LARGE   5 18

INFERNAL SIGHT
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FATE OF CAEN

FINAL GAME
Haggard Defense: You gain one additional requisition option and 
after setup but before the first player(s) take their first turn you 
can place one trench template terrain feature within 20” anywhere 
completely within 20” of the rear table edge of your deployment 
zone. This trench terrain feature cannot be placed in contact with 
a non-trench terrain feature.

Death March: You gain one additional requisition option.

Eternal Darkness Looms: Each of your warcasters, warlocks, 
or infernal masters gain an additional 8 warjack, warbeast, 
monstrosity, or horror points.

The Black Gates: You gain one additional requisition option 
and after setup but before the first player(s) take their first turn 
you can place one 4” AOE dense fog terrain feature within 20” 
anywhere completely within 20” of the rear table edge of your 
deployment zone.

The Fight Must Continue: You gain one additional requisition 
option.

Setup
Before placing any terrain features, players choose one table edge 
to be the Guardian table edge and the opposite edge to be the 
Corruptor table edge.

Two large armies face off over the barren terrain of Henge Hold. A short 
distance away, a massive gateway whirs with constant energy. The 
haphazard production of the gateway has left key elements scattered 
across the battlefield. Gaining control of these will determine the fate 
of Caen.

Army Composition
This game is a mega-battle played between all participants in the 
campaign. Each Agenda is represented by a 100-point army, with 
two warcasters, warlocks, and/or infernal masters per side. If 
an Agenda is played by multiple players, they can split up the 
individual army they control in any point total they wish. For 
example, if two players are representing Corruptors, then one 
player can bring a 25-point army and the other a 75-point army.

Each player that won the last game in which they were the 
Protagonist gains one the following benefits depending on the 
scenario they played:

A Beacon of Hope: You may include one Archon solo in your army 
for free. The Archon does not count as your one Mercenary or 
Minion Solo for a Theme Force if it is a Mercenary or Minion solo. 
This Archon counts as a friendly Faction model for all Guardian 
players.

Guardian Deployment Zone

Corruptor Deployment Zone
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Pinnacle of the Storm: The Agenda controlling this scenario 
terrain feature, may use Storm’s Wrath once per turn at any time 
during their activation phase except while activating a model/
unit. (Storm’s Wrath – Select any point 12˝ away from any edge of 
Pinnacle of the Storm. Each model in the line drawn between that 
point and the edge of the Pinnacle of the Storm suffers a POW 14 
electrical damage roll . This damage roll is boosted against 
construct models.)

Cyriss-Blessed Clockwork: The Agenda controlling this scenario 
terrain feature, may use Perfect Configuration once per turn at 
any time during their activation phase except while activating 
a model/unit. (Perfect Configuration – Choose a model/unit 
within 4˝ of Cyriss Blessed Clockwork. That model/unit gains 
an additional die on each model’s first attack and damage rolls. 
Discard the lowest die in each roll. Perfect Configuration lasts for 
one turn.)

Dimensional Regulator: The Agenda controlling this scenario 
terrain feature, may use Dimensional Flicker once per turn at 
any time during their activation phase except while activating 
a model/unit. (Dimensional Flicker – Choose a model within 
8˝ of the Dimensional Regulator. Place that model anywhere 
completely within 2˝ of its current location.)

Writhing Mass: The Agenda controlling this scenario terrain 
feature, may use Tentacle Lash once per turn at any time during 
their activation phase except while activating a model/unit. 
(Tentacle Lash – Place a spray template so the narrow end touches 
the edge of the Writhing Mass and the template points directly 
away from the center on the Writhing Mass. All models touched 
by the template suffer a POW 10 damage roll and become knocked 
down.)

Victory Conditions
The game immediately ends if one Agenda controls the only 
warcaster(s), warlock(s), and/or infernal master(s) in play.

If an Agenda controls all four scenario terrain features at the end 
of any turn beginning with the second Agenda’s second turn, the 
game ends.

At the end of the seventh round of play, the game ends.

Before placing standard terrain features, each player rolls 4d6 
(all players roll again if there are any ties). The player with the 
highest total sets up one of the scenario terrain features in one of 
the four designated positions on the map. Then, the player with 
the next highest roll places a scenario terrain feature that has not 
been placed yet. This continues until all four scenario terrain 
features have been placed. If there are only two players, each 
player places one scenario terrain feature in turn starting with 
the highest roll.

Scenario terrain features should be approximately the size of a 
5˝ diameter Area of Effect template and are 5˝ tall obstructions. 
If players do not have a piece of terrain that is appropriate, use a 
5˝ Area of Effect template instead. The following are the scenario 
terrain features:

Pinnacle of the Storm – A massive Storm-powered generator

Cyriss-Blessed Clockwork – Several hyper-advanced arcane 
clockwork devices

Dimensional Regulator – Interconnected cortexes performing 
calculations in unison

Writhing Mass – The fallen but still moving body of a large and 
powerful infernal horror

Once the four special terrain features have been placed, each 
player places one additional standard terrain feature that is 
farther than 10˝ of any table edge and no closer than 3˝ to any 
other terrain.

After all terrain features have been placed, one Guardian player 
and one Corruptor player roll off for the first turn. If there is more 
than one player per side, apply all special rules to the first-turn 
rolls of both players.

This scenario uses standard deployment.

Special Rules
Critical Objectives: A scenario terrain feature is considered 
controlled by either Agenda if one Agenda controls three or more 
models within 4˝ of that scenario terrain feature and the scenario 
terrain feature is not contested by the other Agenda. The Agendas 
contest a scenario terrain feature if they control one or more 
models within 4˝ of a scenario terrain feature. Inert warjacks, 
wild warbeasts, models out of formation, warcasters, warlocks, 
and infernal masters cannot contest scenario terrain features.
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Depending on which scenario terrain features were controlled at 
the end of the game, there can be a different outcome. Combine 
them all to tell the story of the Fate of Caen! If one side controlled 
three or more scenario terrain features and the other side 
controlled none at the end of the game, skip to “Broken Kingdoms” 
or “A New Age Dawns.”

With the battle ended and both sides unable to continue the war, 
the gateway flickers off, never to be utilized again. 

The infernals, having been denied their full succor, retreat to 
lick their wounds. They wait to renew their assault on the 
Iron Kingdoms the moment any weakness is shown. Until 
then, however, they are content with living in the shadows, 
stealing away souls foolish enough to tread into their unknown 
strongholds.

The Iron Kingdoms enjoy a temporary peace while they 
rebuild and regroup; just the same, dark machinations are ever 
progressing. Ios’s borders close to all, Khador begins to prepare 
for a new war, the menace of the grymkin and infernals still 
plague the kingdoms, and hard-fought allegiances are slowly 
beginning to strain.

Pinnacle of the Storm
Corruptors: The scientists under the sway of the infernal masters 
learn of a way to extinguish all storm chambers in a large area 
by using a pulse of power, rendering Cygnar’s most powerful 
warriors all but useless in the fight against the infernals. Entire 
lines of potential new technologies are abandoned, leading to 
years of near-stagnant scientific progress.

Guardians: The age of steam is slowly beginning to die away. 
Artificer Prime Nemo’s advanced storm technology is reverse-
engineered to create a more powerful, cleaner, and easier to 
transport energy source. These new high-charged storm chambers 
are currently difficult to produce, leaving the technology in the 
hands of the rich and powerful. As more and more engineers 
learn to produce them, however, the technology is becoming 
cheaper and available to the lower social classes.

Cyriss Blessed Clockwork
Corruptors: Cyriss’s blessing, like all her other gifts, was built of 
science and technology. Taking her offerings for their own, the 
infernal masters have corrupted that technology. Now found 
within their ranks are clockwork monstrosities.: cold, emotionless 
automatons that kill with perfectly timed precision.

Guardians: The blessing of the far off-goddess unlocks new 
clockwork technology. The Cyrissists enter mainstream society 
all over the Iron Kingdoms and bring with them small miracles. 
Not controlled by any military, these new technologies instead 
benefit the masses. New inventions with a domestic focus make 
the reconstruction of western Immoren easier and the lives of all 
its citizens better in many simple but fundamental ways.

Dimensional Regulator
Corruptors: Although unable to replicate the technology, the 
infernalists take the powerful arcane computing device back to 
the Outer Abyss. The calculation speed, mixed with their vile 
magic, allows them to create more stable infernal gates more 
often than ever before. This advancement imperils not just Caen 
but the entire universe.

Guardians: The concept of utilizing interlinked cortexes as 
calculation machines slowly becomes mainstream. The first 
arcane computing devices are rudimentary but make complex 
mathematics possible without human calculators and in a 
fraction of the time. For decades, only governments have the 
resources to make these computers, but their beneficial effects are 
felt throughout the Iron Kingdoms.

Writhing Mass
Corruptors: Retaking control of the behemoth guardian, the 
infernalists are able to facilitate a swift end to the conflict at 
Henge Hold. Although unable to claim all the souls they were 
owed, the infernal masters feed what souls lay scattered across the 
battlefield to the Guardian of Souls. It is named the Wallbreaker 
after breaching Caspia’s walls for the first time in the history of 
the Iron Kingdoms.

Guardians: For unknown reasons, the unearthly horror does not 
dissipate like those summoned by the infernal masters. Studying 
the everliving sample allows for new countermeasures to the 
infernalists’ pets be created. The Order of Illumination’s fight 
against the leftover infernalists meets with sweeping success. 
New weapons are developed in preparation for a possible return 
of the denizens of the Outer Abyss.

Broken Kingdoms
The Corruptor(s) control three or more scenario terrain features 
and the Guardian(s) control none at the end of the game:

Once roughly 1,000 refugees have left through the massive 
gateway, there is a sudden explosion in the distance. Explosions 
continue along the line of strange Cyrissist and Cygnaran 
technology. Then the portal begins to glow brightly, increasing 
in intensity until the energy appears to be a second sun. Energy 
pours forth from the unstable portal, disintegrating anyone 
unlucky enough to be nearby. A cacophony of screams tear the 
air as the refugees and broken defenders scatter from the massive 
gate.

In the distance, even as the battle continues, all combatants stop 
to observe this new sun. Then, a moment later, it is replaced by a 
slowly expanding mushroom cloud. The shockwave drives even 
the most sturdy warriors to the ground.

It takes weeks for the infernal masters to recover all the souls 
from the countless dead. Utilizing the leftover energy from the 
destroyed gateway, a new massive and permanent infernal gate 
is formed, allowing the endless armies of the Outer Abyss to step 
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The battered forces watch as the seemingly endless wave of 
infernal forces finally begins to retreat. Their prize lost, their 
contract voided, and their spirits broken, the infernal menace 
slinks away into the darkest parts of Caen. The Order of 
Illumination zealously pursues the cultists of the hobbled forces.

Although lives have been lost and many were whisked away 
to an unknown part of the universe, the Iron Kingdoms stand 
united for the first time since the occupation of the Orgoth. After 
several years of picking up the pieces, a golden age dawns for all 
those who call western Immoren their home. New trade routes 
and technologies are developed in this age of harmony.

Everyone knows that this golden age will not last forever—the 
old hatreds run too deep, and there is still a creeping corruption 
within dark places of the world. However, for now at least, the 
fruits of unity are simply too tempting to forsake.

freely into Caen. They scour the broken lands for their promised 
souls. After decimating western Immoren, most infernalists leave 
Caen behind. Still, the indelible symbol of utter defeat remains: 
the silent gate on the hill of Henge Hold, surrounded by an 
apocalyptic wasteland.

A New Age Dawns
The Guardian(s) control three or more scenario terrain features 
and the Corruptor(s) control none at the end of the game:

The portal in the distance winks out, having allowed all the 
refugees at Henge Hold to escape the Claiming. The massive 
gateway and the scattered machines supporting its operation 
sizzle as key components warp or melt. Since Artificer Prime 
Nemo himself escaped through the gate, it will never be able to 
be reconstructed, but it has done everything it needed to.
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